CHAPTER  TWO
s
pring was returning to the Arctic. The temperature rose
till it stood well above zero, and suddenly one day — it was
the 25th April — it mounted to 30° Fahrenheit. A nasty warm
wind was blowing, the kind of wind which, at home, makes
us fearful of catching an unseasonable cold. The cheats was
intolerable.
I stared through the window of the Post at the dripping
icicles out of doors and thought gloomily how dreary a world
this looked. Angus came up, looked out, and spoke.
'It's all over now/ he said. 1 shall have to shovel the snow off
the roof before it melts up there and floods us all round/
The snow porch was going to pieces, slipping and slopping
away and showing its framework in a score of places where the
thaw had worked straight down to the wood. For the first time
in many months I had to pull on a pair of rubbers over my
moose-skin boots to keep out the wet.
Light had come to the northern night— or if this was not
light, at any rate it was no longer darkness. The air was filled
with an eerie glow; the horizon was swollen with the promise of
light, and the night was a ruddy purple.
Each day that followed was different from the last, and with
each day the rush of light over the earth grew stronger. We had
been plunged during our long season in darkness: like miners
brought up to the surface, we were being swung back again into
the day. The earth emerged, and from day to day the landscape
changed so radically that we might have been in a moving train.
Perspective was here again. The scene had a foreground, a
middleground, a background; and the background was hazily
pink. Where there had been snow, dirty grey patches were now
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